Thursday, May 17, 2018

Hi Mrs. Forsyth,
I like ICE because when I read it each page and chapter leaves me wondering more and coming up with
even more theories. My favorite characters are Sasha and her dragonfly Ginger. I really like the part of
the book when Johnathan meets Scarvo in the underground tunnel and when he reads Jonathans mind. I
also love that this book has so many details it really paints a picture in your mind. I think the illustrations
are beautiful and very detailed. At first I didn’t like Prophet because I did not trust her, but then she
started to grow on me and now she’s one of my favorite characters.
When I started reading ICE I couldn’t stop! When Mrs. Lepetich read the first chapter I was hooked! I
liked the part when scarvo turned on Dax, it really surprised me. I don’t normally read fantasy books like
Ice, but the Chronicles of Mineria is my favorite book series and you are my favorite author. When I read
a book I love I read it super-fast all the time.
I just finished Fire yesterday and it was amazing I have so many thoughts, theories and questions about
Sasha’s dream about Jesse, Sasha and their child. I did a Book Talk after I finished my Book Report on
Fire and everyone loved the book. There is tons of people who want to read Ice and Fire when we come
back to school in September! If you write another book after Air it should be called Earth, so then you
have all the elements of life. I also think you should write a book that is Jonathan’s journal or a guide to
Mineria.
I cannot wait to read Air I hope that it is about Jesse and Sasha and their child. My theories eat at me. I
want to read air so bad! You are my favorite author and the Chronicles of Mineria is my favorite book
series. I want to read Air this summer, it is the only thing on my summer bucket list. I think you are an
awesome artist. My favorite drawing of yours is the one with the deer and the trees in summer in Fire.
You are my favorite author.
From your favourite book fan
Rhyen Lindroos, age 11

